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D&O Alert—Coronavirus/COVID-19
Impact on Business

Coronavirus and D&O Litigation

With the COVID-19 Coronavirus outbreak now
impacting seemingly every corner of the global
economy, companies are beginning to recognize
the impact it can have on their operations and
ultimately their financial performance and flexibility.
What began primarily as a supply chain concern for
companies has quickly expanded into a number of
important areas. Given the associated business and/
or legal risks, many companies are now including
reference to Coronavirus (“CV”) in the “risk factors”
section of their public filings. And those that have
not yet done so are most likely considering the
addition of such disclosure to upcoming filings.

As is the case with any company risk factor, the
potential exists for D&O litigation to arise based on
an alleged misstatement or omission relating to the
disclosure. In the current environment of heightened
D&O claim levels, caused in part by the fairly recent
development known as “event driven” litigation, we
would not be surprised to see D&O litigation relating
to the CV outbreak. In fact, on March 12, 2020, the
first such claim was filed against Norwegian Cruise
Line Holdings Ltd.

LOSS OF BUSINESS INCOME/LOSS OF RENTS
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In addition to keeping track of cancellations (above on the list), including canceled or delayed customer/sales
orders, delayed events, customer complaints, returns, penalties that the client’s business might have incurred,
loss of key employees, operating hour impacts.
Determine if feeder or dependent properties (supplier, customers, attraction properties, that may have had a
COVID-19 illness) impacted loss of income.

D&O Alert—Coronavirus/COVID-19

Gather and track financial records, including tracking revenues year over year to show the impact of business
losses and copies of all contracts for affected customers, including:
» Copies of income tax returns for the two years
immediately preceding the date of impact

Preparing for the D&O Insurance Renewal

» Profit and loss statements for two years immediately
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